The Only EMR and Practice Management Software designed by physical therapists to be the most adaptable to your unique business
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HOW WE CAN HELP YOUR BUSINESS

WHY THERAOFFICE?

We at TheraOffice are constantly committed to providing our customers with the necessary resources to improve their processes while fully complying with all of the latest standards and requirements within today’s healthcare world.

Whether it’s developing quicker revenue cycles, efficiently adhering to documentation compliances, or even adapting the software to fit your unique specifications, our goal is to give you all of the tools needed to assure a successful and efficient practice.

Commitment to Rehabilitation

Our CEO, Daniel Morrill, is still a practicing PT, and he believes that the impact therapists have on lives is amazing. His goal was to build software to compliment the talents of therapists.

Our focus will always be rehabilitation, and we have not yet scratched the surface of what we can do with high quality practices. We set out to change the status quo and are determined to bring innovation to our field.
TELL US WHAT YOU NEED

We want to hear about your situation and what your needs are. Tell us about your facility: not only what is working but where you want to improve as well.

Whether you are new to EMR or Practice Management Systems, or looking to change from your current one, we are here for you every step of the way.

IMPLEMENTATION

• Change is scary. Cash flow interruption is just as scary, but what is your practice currently losing by not having an EMR or using a system that is simply inadequate?

• Once you become a subscriber, we start with an implementation kick-off meeting. At that meeting, we identify a go-live date and set a project schedule that will highlight the steps required to get TheraOffice up and running.

• From training to data entry, the implementation timeline is designed to make sure there is an easy transition to TheraOffice with minimal disruption to your business.
TheraOffice can create institutional claims for agency billing. TheraOffice also has the ability to import electronic remittance advice to simplify the application of payments. We have been working with rehabilitation agencies to create specialized reports that will provide valuable data to improve practice data analytics.

It is important for us to have a presence in the rehabilitation agency sector; they have unique needs with very few software options.

Nick Austin, Product Manager
THERAOFFICE SOLVES THE MULTIPLE SYSTEM DILEMMA

One system that utilizes a single data source to deliver a best of class EMR and Practice Management experience.

Give Therapists More Time

Compliance
Specific fields have been built into TheraOffice to meet the documentation requirements for rehabilitation agencies.

Speed
Therapists will be able to complete evaluations, daily notes, progress notes, and discharge notes at the time of service.

Vitals, Alerts and Tasks
Access necessary data where you need it, when you need it. TheraOffice can present meaningful information to your staff in order to improve clinical and business functions.

Integration
One, highly-secured database that stores all your clinical and patient financial information.
CONSULTATIVE SALES PROCESS

Deciding on an EMR and Practice Management Solution is a very important decision for any practice. We designed our sales process to first listen to your needs and then help you explore the features and value of TheraOffice.

Start with a conversation to assess your clinical needs, and move to an online demonstration of the feature-rich TheraOffice Platform. During the process our sales consultant will learn more about your practice and demonstrate the features that are important to your business. We will then provide you a quote for TheraOffice and options for moving forward.
TheraOffice was designed to integrate different modules to one central database that allows the solution to be deployed on-site or in the cloud.

TheraOffice is a true web-based system that relies on a proprietary connection system to connect your users to our advanced highly secured cloud infrastructure.

TheraOffice is also built to allow changes to the software at run-time which gives end users the ultimate control over customizations. TheraOffice's customizability is unmatched by any other software in rehabilitation.

Easy to install and easy to learn, TheraOffice will improve clinical and business processes. We have found improving efficiency leads to growth and success for your
PATIENT INTAKE MADE SIMPLE

One of the best ways to improve the efficiency of your practice is to implement a schedule system that improves patient flow and visits. The simplistic nature of TheraOffice Scheduling not only allows for that, but enhances it.

- Using an optimized scheduling software can have a dramatic impact on your practice, from patient satisfaction to clinical optimization. TheraOffice Scheduling is designed to be fast and efficient and offers numerous features to help the front office setup appointments.

- The scheduler also contains tools that allow for improved cash flow with CoPay and Co-Insurance applications to patient accounts. TheraOffice can also tell you when patients fall off the schedule and how frequently they should be coming to the clinic by using the Prescription Reminder and Authorization tool.

Front Desk Collections
Improved cash flow with Co-Pay and Co-Insurance applications to patient accounts.

Appointment Reminders
Easily set patients up to receive appointment invitations with the click of a button.

Multi-Clinic Scheduling
Whether you have one facility or five, seamlessly transition between each of them on the fly.
Easy to learn & easy to use

CREATED WITH YOU IN MIND

Designed to improve front desk operations by providing staff the needed tools to successfully control patient flow.

- Alerts & Reminders
- Prescription & Authorization Entries
- Future appointment printouts

SIMPLE
The drag and drop nature of the schedule makes it easy to learn and implement the software.

VERSATILE
Advanced features make the complicated times at the front desk easier to navigate and staff will still be able to schedule effectively.

ACCESSIBLE
Intended to make sure patients have a great experience when communicating with the front desk.
A FIRSTHAND APPROACH

We spent a great deal of time observing and talking with clinicians to determine their needs for documentation. We collaborated with industry leaders about best practices and what makes a clinical practice the best of breed. We then set our path to develop a documentation system that combines best practice principles with great innovation. We think therapists can be compliant, fast, and still, provide patients with a great treatment experience.

DOCUMENTATION

Fast, Compliant, & Customizable

TheraOffice Documentation was designed to allow for complete customization of the format and fields that are present in the software. Every clinician can have their own set of customizations, while still maintaining the compliance and best practices for defensible documentation across the business.
Efficiency
Simplistic workflow allows for fast, compliant Evaluations & 1-2 minute Daily Notes.

Compliance
Full compliance with current CMS regulations as well as preparation for MIPS.

Customization
Choose how YOU want to document with custom templates, reports, etc.

Integrations
Available tools for functional outcomes testing within respective document types.

Mobile App
Treat patients on-the-go with TheraOffice's official Documentation app for iPads.

Home Exercise
Create personal home exercise plans with custom images in seconds.
ACCOUNTING

Bill faster, get paid faster

Great software is all about the user experience. TheraOffice Accounting is designed to make the process of billing repeatable, efficient, and complete.

It allows users to manage claims from start to finish while keeping a close eye on the trends in accounts receivables.

Cash flow drives today’s rehabilitation businesses; TheraOffice is designed to improve cash flow and the revenue management cycle.

- Revenue Cycle Management
- Outstanding AR Management Tools
- Customizable Batch Checks & CCI Edits
- Co-Pay & Co-Insurance Calculators
- Verification of Benefits

Claim Formats
Choose from a variety of ANSI 5010 professional, print image 1500, UB04, and other legacy forms.

Patient Statements
Quickly produce up-to-date statements for direct billing to patients with current balances.
Take control of your practice

- TheraOffice is built on the fundamental concept that positive cash flow is instrumental to business growth and success.

Reports are great, but they are not interactive. TheraOffice's billing tools act like a report, but give you added power of being able to take action. Resubmitting a claim, opening insurance information, or adding tasks to follow up on patients are just a few of the many features available.

TheraOffice Accounting creates a streamlined process for getting claims submitted and paid as efficiently as possible.

ERA Compatibility
With automatic payment posting, insurance payments can be applied in a few seconds with ease.

Clearinghouse Partners
Integrations with Zirmed & Navicure allow for direct claim uploads from TheraOffice.
INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

TheraOffice Reporting delivers organized data that enables rehabilitation practices to make informed decisions about their business.

Over 175 reports are included with your TheraOffice subscription including productivity and billing performance reports. Hands on Technology also has a professional service staff that can create custom reports for your unique business.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOP REPORTS IN THERAOFFICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rendering Provider Productivity Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outstanding AR for Current Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charges By Rendering Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPT Activity Details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Management Reporting
Access vital data, understand your clinics

TheraOffice Reporting is designed to provide staff members easy to understand views of all the data contained within the clinic’s database.

Gain Control & Flexibility
By using user selected input criteria, staff can easily narrow down results to find exactly what they are looking for.

Easily Shareable
TheraOffice Reporting makes it very easy to print or export reports to Excel.

With over a hundred reports among seventeen categories, the standard TheraOffice suite of reports contains powerful tools to aid clinics in every facet of their business including reports for tracking trends, auditing, marketing, and much more.

In addition to the standard reports built into the software, TheraOffice also allows for the creation of custom reports to meet any clinical need. If the data is within the software, a report can be custom designed around it.
Here at TheraOffice, we are always looking to improve upon what we’ve already built up. Whether it’s releasing regular updates, adding requested features, or hosting online webinars free to our customers, we have a strong desire to provider you with the best, most efficient EMR experience possible.
Testimonials

Tell us about your TheraOffice experience.

Andy from Ritecare PT
"I'm 100% Satisfied with my EMR. Theraoffice has made my business double in income since I started using them."

Burke from Back to Work PT
"I have been using Theraoffice for 11 years. The software is outstanding and allows the physical therapist, business owner, billing manager, and front desk to all work together with the same data."

Sherri from Apex PT
"8 years & I still love Theraoffice. Easy to setup, minimum learning curve. It was an easy transition from our old system to Theraoffice."

Robert from Moss Rehab
"I have used Theraoffice since I opened my practice in May of 2006. The customer service is quick to respond and fix any issue we have."

Kevin from Flaherty PT
"You guys do an AWESOME job with your support. I am far from a computer person, so you guys make my life easier for sure!"

Kate from First Choice PT
"All the therapists are very happy with Theraoffice. The customization ability is a homerun with our staff. They have worked well with us on adding Medicare compliance to our documentation." - Kate from First Choice PT

Ann from Brooks Rehab
"The professional services, development, and implementation teams are outstanding." - Ann from Brooks Rehab

Steve from Momentum PT
"Theraoffice is the best, and most user friendly, but also proactive at implementing changes within their system to keep up with regulatory changes." - Jeff from Ortho Indy PT

"Continuity between scheduling, documentation, and accounting. Customization for almost all aspects of the programs." - Steve from Momentum PT